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MULTI-STAGE VACUUM PUMP 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Liquid ring vacuum pumps are ideally suited for wet 
vacuum applications where the sealing fluid acts as a 
coolant, absorbing the heat of compression, and con 
densing vapors accompanying the gas being pumped. 
Because of this desirable isothermal compression liquid 
ring pumps are widely used on wet vacuum applications 
and are capable of compression ratios of up to It) to l 
in single stage. This type of pump can be designed for 
a rising, falling, or steady power curve as related to 
pressure differential or compression ratio. 
On wet high vacuum applications the combination of 

rotary positive displacement and liquid ring vacuum 
pumps provides a highly efficient vacuum producing 
system. For that reason this combination has many ad‘ 
vantages when applied to steam turbine condensers, 
vacuum dryers, vacuum cookers, vacuum strippers for 
chemical processes, sterilizers, autoclaves, and rotary 
vacuum ?lters. Extremely high efficiency is attained 
because the pump combination efficiently extracts 
noncondensable gases by mechanical displacement and 
at the same time, through isothermal compression, re 
moves the vapor in saturation by condensation. 
The power required by the first stage rotary positive 

displacement vacuum pump is a direct function of the 
pressure differential across the pump. It is necessary, 
therefore, to provide some means of limiting the pres 
sure differential so as to obviate oversizing the driving 
motor. Because of the great difference in displacement 
of the ?rst stage pump and the second stage liquid ring 
pump the advantage in the staged arrangement applies 
primarily to the design high vacuum condition where 
the compression ratio of the ?rst stage balances the vol 
umetric displacement of the second stage. To prevent 
overloading the motor driver while pulliing up to the 
operating vacuum several methods have been em 
ployed. 
By throttling the pump suction it is possible to reduce 

the flow of gas through the pump so that the design 
compression ratios are achieved and the pumps can be 
started without overloading the driving motor or mo 
tors. This has the great disadvantage of reducing the ef 
fective capacity of the pump during pull up and the 
time required to pull up to design operating conditions 
is greatly increased. 
A commonly used method is to start the second stage 

vacuum pump ?rst and pull up the system to high vac 
uum, at which time the first stage pump is started either 
manually or automatically by action of a pressure 
switch. This method has the disadvantage of long pull 
up time because the very small displacement second 
stage pump is used for evacuation. It has the further 
disadvantage of requiring manual action by an operator 
or the addition of a pressure switch and attendant con 
trols. 
Another method that can be used is the use ofa by 

pass valve to regulate the pressure differential across 
the first stage rotary positive displacement vacuum 
pump. This method permits simultaneous starting of 
both pump stages, but has the disadvantage of requiring 
a sensitive control valve and bypass piping. It is not 
practical when not employing fluid injection in the sys 
tem for cooling, because when pumping dry gases the 
temperature build-up is excessive. 
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

This invention is directed to the combination of a ro 
tary positive displacement vacuum booster pump as the 
?rst stage of a vacuum pumping system and a liquid 
ring vacuum pump second stage. The invention in~ 
cludes a constant torque coupling to drive the positive 
displacement pump so that the speed of the ?rst stage 
is automatically adjusted so that its power requirements 
are not in excess of the power output of the driving 
motor and its displacement is matched to the require 
ments of the second stage pump. 
The system provides high volumetric efficiency over 

a wide vacuum range, is self-regulating and the rotary 
components are not in metaI-to-metal contact and re 
quire no internal lubrication. 
The motor driving the ?rst stage pump operates con 

tinuously at full speed and constant torque throughout 
the pull up or hogging period. When the design operat 
ing, or holding vacuum has been attained the load on 
the motor is reduced automatically to a level substan 
tially below the full load, and the constant torque cou 
pling is thereby transmitting less than its design torque 
loading. It thereby reverts to non-slip operation 
whereby the coupling input and output speeds are 
matched. 

The ?rst and second stages of the vacuum pumping 
system are automatically stabilized to insure efficient 
operation over a full vacuum range. The first stage dis 
placement is always in equilibrium with the second 
stage due to the action of the constant torque coupling. 
Also the ?rst stage is always properly matched to the 

compression ratio dictated by the second stage pump 
capacity since the capacity of a positive displacement 
pump is directly proportional to the pump speed and 
thus by slowing the rotational speed of the pump the 
displacement is reduced accordingly. 
An additional function of the constant torque coua 

pling is to provide a means of protecting the ?rst stage 
positive displacement pump from breakage should a 
slug of liquid enter the pump suction. Such liquid, 
being relatively incompressible would impose a heavy 
shock load on the rotors and driving shaft of the posi 
tive displacement ?rst stage pump. The excessive 
torque loading on the shaft is dissipated by the slip in‘ 
duced on the constant torque drive coupling. 
The coupling can be of the hydraulic type or other 

wise and can be of the spring loaded friction shoe type. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. I is a diagrammatic showing ofa multistage vac 
uum pumping system according to this invention; 
FIG. 2 is a side sectional view of the ?rst stage posi~ 

tive displacement pump shown in FIG. 1; 
FIG. 3 is a side sectional view of the liquid ring vac 

uum pump shown in FIG. 1; and 
FIG. 4 is a side sectional view of the constant torque 

hydraulic coupling shown in FIG. 1. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

The main components of the system are the first 
stage positive displacement pump I0, the second stage 
liquid ring pump 11, constant torque coupling [2, sepa 
rator tank l3, heat exchanger 14 and constant speed 
driving motors 1S and 16. Alternately the pumps I0 
and II can be driven by a single motor if desired. 
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Pump 10 in the first stage is a rotary positive dis’ 
placement vacuum booster pump of the lobed Roots 
type. It Consists of two counter~rotating rotors l7 and 
18 matched to rotate together to trap and displace a 
?xed volume of a saturated gas-vapor mixture entering 
the pump at inlet 19. The gas~vapor mixture is illus 
trated as being pumped from a condenser 20. 
The first stage rotary positive displacement pump 10 

is shown in greater detail in H0. 2 where the rotors l7 
and 18 are shown capable of counter-rotation without 
metal-to-metal contact. The gas-vapor mixture is 
trapped by intermeshing lobes 21 of the rotors and dis— 
placed from the low pressure zone at inlet 19 to the 
high pressure zone at outlet 22. The clearances be 
tween the lobes 21 and the casing 23 may be sealed by 
injecting water and thereby eliminating slip and im 
proving pump volumetric efficiency. The pump 10 is 
driven by the constant speed motor 15 through the con 
stant torque coupling 12. The constant torque coupling 
12 is shown in detail in FIG. 4 and will be described in 

greater detail below. 
The second stage liquid ring vacuum pump 1] as 

shown in detail in FIG. 3 has one rotating part, a bladed 
rotor 24 which rotates freely and without metal-t0 
metal Contact around a stationary port cylinder 25. The 
rotor 24 and port cylinder 25 are concentric but the 
casing 26 has an eccentric lobe 27 formed therein. Suf 
ficient sealing water is supplied through interstage 
cooler 28 to form a liquid ring 29 inside the casing 26 
conforming to the eccentric contour of casing 26. The 
port cylinder 25 is provided with an inlet port 30 lo 
cated such that it corresponds to the position at which 
the liquid ring 29 is receding away from port cylinder 
25 thereby de?ning chamber 31 between rotor vanes or 
blades 32 in which gas-vapor entering inlet 33 is 
trapped. As rotation continues the chamber volume is 
reduced by compression caused by the liquid ring 29 as 
it is being forced by the casing 26 contour radially in 
ward toward the port cylinder 25. At the end of the 
compression stroke the gas-vapor mixture is com 
pressed by liquid ring 29 and forced into the discharge 
port 34 of the port cylinder 25. The gas-vapor mixture 
and some of the sealing water is then discharged from 
pump outlet 35 to the separator tank 13. 
During compression the gas-vapor mixture is in inti 

mate contact with the liquid ring 29 which absorbs the 
heat of compression. Furthermore‘ since compression 
is nearly isothermal the liquid ring pump 11 acts as a 
condenser since compression occurs under nearly con 
stant temperature. 
As shown in FIG. 1 the condenser 20 at the input of 

the system has a shell 36, condenser tubes 37, con 
denser steam inlet 38, condenser drain 39, drain con 
trol valve 40, and condenser air take-off conduit 41. A 
check valve 42 is provided to prevent back flow of 
gases upon interruption of the vacuum producing sys 

tern. 
Alternately the pumping system permits handling dry 

gases or gases accompanied by liquid from other vac 
uum processes such as evaporators, sterilizers, cookers, 
distillation columns and so forth. 
As the gas-vapor mixture enters pump [0 at inlet 19 

it is displaced and compressed and discharged from 
outlet 22 through check valve 43. During compression 
in pump 10 there is an increase of heat so that the tem' 
perature of the gas-vapor mixture is higher at discharge 
22 than at inlet 19. The gas-vapor then passes through 
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4 
the inter-stage cooler 28, which in the preferred em~ 
bodiment is in the form of a spray nozzle 44. The inter 
stage cooler reduces the temperature of the gasvapor 
mixture causing condensation to occur and reducing 
the volume of gas-vapor mixture. 
The gas-vapor mixture enters liquid ring pump 11 at 

pump inlet 33. The liquid ring pump is driven through 
coupling 45 at a constant speed by motor 16. The dis 
charge of pump 11 is gas-vapor mixture and sealing 
water which discharges at outlet 35 through conduit 46 
to the separator tank 13 where the gas and water are 
separated, the gas being discharged to atmosphere 
from separator vent 47 and water drained through 
water conduit 48. A level control over?ow connection 
49 is provided to maintain a constant level of water in 
separator tank 13 and allow drain off of the excess liq 
uid of condensation. 
During initial start up of the vacuum system the 

greater displacement of the ?rst stage booster pump 10 
could be such that a positive pressure is built up in the 
pump interstage conduit 50. To prevent intcrstage 
pressure build-up and to improve the hogging or pull' 
up characteristics of the system conduit 51 is provided 
to bypass excess capacity around second stage pump 1 1 
direct to separator tank 13. The bypass conduit 51 is 
provided with check valve 52 which prevents back flow 
of air or gas when subatmospheric pressure is attained 
at pump interstage 50. 
The sealing water separated in tank 13 is routed 

through heat exchanger 14 where heat of compression 
and condensation are removed from the recirculated 
sealing water. The sealing water is transported by 
means of a pressure differential or pump not shown 
through conduit 53 and ?ow control ori?ces or valves 
54 and 55 to spray nozzles 44 and 56. The water 
sprayed from nozzle 56 enters ?rst stage pump inlet 19 
and serves the function of cooling the gas during com 
pression and sealing the pump clearances thus optimiz 
ing pumping efficiency. 
The coupling 12 which is shown in detail in FIG. 4 is 

arranged with the driving impeller 57 and driven impel 
ler 58 in hydraulic contact such that upon increasing 
torque the two coupling pairs will slip so that the rota 
tional speed of the driven member is determined by the 
torque being transmitted. 
While a friction type coupling could be used as well, 

the hydraulic type is preferred and is described for il 
lustrative purposes‘ Both driving impeller 57 and 
driven impeller 58 have radial guide vanes 59 and 60 
to transmit hydraulic energy from driving impeller 57 
to the driven or runner impeller 58. When impeller 57 
is rotated liquid in radial guide vane 59 is given rota 
tional velocity. Centrifugal forces sling the liquid out— 
ward, and at the point B the liquid is forced across the 
gap into the runner guide vane 60. As it does so it im 
parts torque to the runner 58. If the load on driven run 
ner 58 is greater than the energy imparted to it from 
driver 57 the runner 58 will slow down, the difference 
in rotational speed representing the coupling slip. This 
drive means is ideally suited for constant torque input 
to the rotary positive displacement pump 10 in the 
combination described in the invention because as the 
pump 10 slows down the power it requires is reduced 
in direct proportion to the pressure differential across 
the pump [0. Since transmitted torque is constant the 
pump 10 is caused to speed up to load the coupling or 
slow down to unload the coupling as may be dictated 
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by the pressure and displacement requirements of the 
system. This action is fully automatic and requires no 
auxiliary control means. , 

Thus, the constant torque coupling 12 permits ob 
taining the maximum displacement from a‘given power 
input. This advantage is illustrated by the superior hog 
ging capability of the system as compared to the other 
methods used to provide automatic operation over the 
entire vacuum range from start up to the holding vac 
uum. When holding vacuum has been achieved the ?rst 
stage pump 10 power requirements are lower than the 
available output of the motor 15 and coupling 12 and 
therefore the slip is reduced to one percent or less. 
The use ofa constant torque coupling for control also 

permits pumping dry gas without liquid injection for 
cooling since there is no recirculation of gas through 
the rotary positive displacement pump and hence no 
danger of excessive heat build-up. 

I claim: 

1. A multi-stage vacuum pumping system, including 
in combination a ?rst stage positive displacement 
pump, a second stage liquid ring pump, means provid 
ing direct ?uid communication between the outlet of 
the ?rst stage pump and the inlet of the second stage 
pump, ?rst and second constant speed driving means 
for said ?rst and second stage pumps respectively, con 
stant torque coupling means coupling said ?rst driving 
means to said ?rst stage pump, direct non-slipping cou 
pling means coupling said second driving means to said 
second stage liquid ring pump, said constant torque 
coupling means having means to provide slip whereby 
the speed of said ?rst stage pump is reduced when the 
established torque loading of said ?rst coupling is at 
taincd thereby maintaining a pressure differential 
across said ?rst stage pump below a predetermined 
value. 

2. A vacuum pumping system in accordance with 
claim 1 including auxiliary cooling means at the output 
of said ?rst stage pump to reduce temperature of va 
por-gas mixture being pumped through the system. 

3. A vacuum pumping system in accordance with 
claim l including interstage cooling means disposed be 
tween the ?rst stage positive displacement pump and 
the second stage liquid ring pump to provide additional 
cooling liquid at the inlet to the second stage liquid ring 
pumpv 

4. A vacuum pumping system in accordance with 
claim 1 including a separator tank for receiving the dis 
charged consensate-gas-liquid seal mixture from the 
outlet of the second stage liquid ring pump with a gas 
vent disposed in the upper portion of said separator 
tank for discharging gases from the system. 

5. A vacuum pumping system in accordance with 
claim 1 including a liquid recirculation loop intercon 
necting the outlet of the second stage liquid ring pump 
with the inlet thereof to provide sufficient liquid to the 
second stage liquid ring pump for uninterrupted opera 
tion of the vacuum pumping system. 

6. A vacuum pumping system in accordance with 
claim 5 including heat exchanger means disposed in 
said liquid recirculation loop for regulating the temper 
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ature of the liquid recirculated to the second stage liq 
uid ring pump. 

7. A vacuum pumping system in accordance with 
claim 4 including vapor-gas by-pass conduit means with 
non-return ?ow valve connecting the ?rst stage pump 
discharge to atmosphere whereby pressure is relieved 
at the interstage between ?rst and second stage pumps 
during start-up of the system and periods of operation 
when capacity of second stage pump is temporarily ex 
ceeded. 

8. A vacuum pumping system in accordance with 
claim 2 in which the auxiliary cooling means includes 
a liquid spray injected into the ?uid stream downstream 
from the positive displacement pump and upstream 
from the liquid ring pump. 

9. A multi-stage vacuum pumping system for pump 
ing a saturated vapor-gas-liquid mixture including in 
combination a ?rst stage positive displacement pump, 
a second stage liquid ring pump, means providing di 
rect ?uid communication from the outlet of the ?rst 
stage positive displacement pump to the inlet of the 
second stage liquid ring pump, a second stage liquid re 
circulation loop interconnecting the outlet of said sec 
ond stage liquid ring pump with the inlet thereof to pro 
vide suf?cient liquid to said second stage liquid ring 
pump for uninterrupted operation of the vacuum 
pumping system, ?rst stage constant torque driving 
means for controlling rotative speed of the ?rst stage 
pump so as to limit pressure differential across the ?rst 

stage pump, direct non-slipping driving means for said 
second stage pump. a ?rst stage liquid recirculation 
loop connected to said second stage liquid recircula 
tion loop and to the inlet to said ?rst stage pump, each 
of said ?rst and second stage liquid recirculation loops 
including valve means for controlling ?ow there 
through whereby the quantity of recirculated cooling 
liquid is regulated to maintain the optimum thermody 
namic conditions in the vacuum pumping system. 

10. A vacuum pumping system in accordance with 
claim 9 including a vapor-gas by-pass means with non~ 
return flow valve connecting ?rst stage pump discharge 
to atmosphere whereby pressure is relieved at the inter— 
stage between said ?rst and second stage pumps during 
start-up of the system and periods of operation when 
capacity of said second stage pump is temporarily ex 
ceeded. 

11. A vacuum pumping system in accordance with 
claim 9 including a separator tank disposed in commu» 
nication with the outlet of said liquid ring pump said 
separator tank separating gases from liquids discharged 
from said liquid ring pump. 

12. A vacuum pumping system in accordance with 
claim 11 including an auxiliary by-pass conduit means 
connected to the outlet of the positive displacement 
pump and pressure responsive valve means in said con< 
duit providing an auxiliary ?ow path bypassing liquid 
ring pump when the quantity of fluid pumped through 
the positive displacement pump exceeds the capacity of 
the liquid ring pump. 
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